Cae Speaking Pictures

cae-speaking success is an online course so all you need is a web browser and an internet connection with cae-speaking success you can fit your speaking exam preparation around your own busy lifestyle. Cae-speaking test part 2 part two of the Cambridge English first speaking test is called the long turn because you and student b take turns to give long speeches; you get two colour photos you have to talk about them on your own for a minute. Cae-speaking test part 4 part 4 takes the topic from part 3 and extends it while Cae-speaking test part 3 is quite structured you have more freedom in part 4 you can answer questions in a more natural way like you would in everyday conversation however there are some strategies to keep in mind and the questions can be quite challenging. Cae-paper 5 speaking questions book 3 test 1 part 1 3 minutes where are you from i was born in i grew up in i was brought up in a place called what do you do here there i've been studying at gymnase jean sturm since 2004 how long have you been studying English? Cae-speaking part 2 long turn teachers notes description in this activity students familiarise themselves with the format and instructions for part 2 of the Cae-speaking test they can then practise doing a part 2 task time required: Cae-speaking exam free example questions 1 september 2017 6 august 2018 intercambiodiomas the speaking part of the advanced Cambridge assessment English exam consists of 4 parts and lasts for about 15 minutes, in some speaking exams you have to talk about photos or pictures, the video and tips below will help you to do really well in this type of speaking exam describe a photo or picture learnenglish teens british council Cambridge English advanced Cae speaking part 4 minutes candidates will be shown three pictures and they will have to speak for one minute about two of the images they are asked to compare the pictures and answer two questions about each one within the time limit. Cae-speaking part 2 practice interlocutor in this part of the test im going to give each of you the chance to talk for about a minute and to comment briefly after your partner has spoken first you will each have the same set of pictures, you can learn about parts 1 and 2 of the Cae-speaking test and you'll see something you can do to perform better and get a higher Cae-speaking score you can learn how to develop your ideas, the speaking paper is one of the four parts in regular Cambridge English exams in this article i will outline the four different parts of the speaking paper for Cambridge English advanced C1 Cae and you will find a video and sample materials for each of these four parts, the Cambridge English advanced exam has been revised and the updated exam will start being used for exam sessions in January 2015. Cae-speaking test part 2 in part two of the Cambridge English advanced speaking test you are given a piece of paper with 3 photos on the photos are almost always about people you have to talk about 2 of the pictures on your own for a minute then the examiner will ask the other candidate a question about your pictures next the home Cambridge exams Cae Cae speaking structures also for fce cpe posted on May 29 2014 May 29 2014 by Simonrichardson1984 2 comments but i want to consider other pictures Cae Cae speaking Cambridge exam structure fluency speaking practice spend time practising before your Cae-speaking test speaking for a minute or more about a range of topics this should ensure you wont stop during the Cae picture task some candidates occasionally find it difficult to start again once they stop tip 6 answer the second candidate b question fully, part 2 of the Cae-speaking test lasts about 4 minutes six minutes for groups of three candidates a is passed a set of pictures and has to speak about the pictures without interruption either from the examiner or their partner when candidate a has finished the examiner asks candidate b to answer a brief question about the pictures, Cambridge English advanced speaking sample test with examiners comments this document will help you familiarise yourself with the speaking test for Cambridge English advanced also known as certificate in advanced English Cae it accompanies this video where you can see Dario from Switzerland and Jackie from Italy take a speaking, remember that in the speaking task you need to comment on the pictures relating them to the topic and to do that you may need to describe what you see or to speculate about it i say where people and things are in the picture in the top bottom right left hand sidenav the left hand sidenav on the top bottom the rear, Cae-speaking part 2 teachers notes first attempt choose a set of part 2 pictures from your text book put students in pairs and have them record themselves comparing two of the pictures for a minute, this is a power point presentation made in order to train students who are studying for one of the sections of the speaking part of the Cambridge exams Cae and it has several pictures that they have to describe and compare and questions about the pictures they have to answer the first pictures for the Cae-speaking paper parts 3 amp 4 amp amp x20ac do you think human beings ever learn from the mistakes they have made in the past, images photos et questions pour la partie 2 du speaking test fce book 1 pictures for speaking part 3 fce book 4 pictures for speaking part 2 Cae book 4, paper 5 speaking general description paper format the Cae-speaking test is designed to offer candidates the and or react to a different set of pictures or photographs candidates may be asked to describe compare contrast comment identify eliminate and hypothesise or speculate, image credit deesite wordpress com follow me on twitter robbiodobbio this is a task based lesson
required the development of this lesson plan you can. speaking tests are conducted by trained examiners the quality assurance of speaking examiners ses is managed by team leaders who are in turn responsible to a professional support leader who is the professional representative of cambridge english language assessment for the speaking tests in a given country or region, cae speaking consists of 4 parts and lasts for 15 minutes the exam is usually administered in pairs meaning that you will have a speaking partner a test taker just like you are assessed by two cae representatives one interviewer and one observer there are four speaking assessment criteria each making up to 25% of the total score. part 2 of the cae speaking test lasts about 4 minutes 6 minutes for groups of 3 candidate a is passed a set of pictures and has to speak about the pictures without interruption either from the examiner or their partner when candidate a has finished the examiner asks candidate b to answer a brief question about the pictures. some pictures and example questions to help students with exam preparation for the cae speaking exam can be used in class in different ways such as topic based lessons or simply exam techniques practice work. students practice for their cae speaking exam part 2 paying special attention to speculating about the images i prepared this activity for my cae students to help them with part 2 of the speaking exam so called long turn where they are supposed to compare pictures express their opinion and speculate about the pictures feature people talking on the phone why might they be making the call who are they talking to the second thing you have to do is to compare the pictures talk about what is the same and what is different. cambridge cae exam your success starts at greenwich english college, cae speaking part 3 tips cambridge changed it because candidates described the pictures instead of then asked to comment briefly when your partner has finished speaking part 3, access cambridge cae speaking sample test 1 here to help you prepare and succeed in the cae handbook paper 5 speaking sample paper paper 5 speaking parts 3 and 4 and this is my colleague interlocutor good morning afternoon evening my name is first you will almost always about people you have to talk about 2 of the pictures on your own for a minute then the examiner will ask the other candidate a question briefly, we recently gave you our cae speaking exam tips part 1 the interview which gave you inside information for the first section of the cae speaking test we are now going to look at the second part of the exam which is a long talk to see how you can best prepare for you cae oral exam vamos, how to succeed in the cae exam speaking paper think about how they might be feeling or if the pictures feature people talking on the phone why might they be making the call who are they talking to the second thing you have to do is to compare the pictures talk about what is the same and what is different, cae speaking phrases here's a phrase list for the cae speaking exam there are also some speech bubble powerpoints to drill the language in class click on each phrase to make it disappear drill all the phrases repeatedly taking one out each time until the class can repeat all 5 expressions by heart. while i have covered a general overview of fce speaking test and speaking part 1 i have not dealt with parts 2 3 and 4 yet therefore to continue with this important part of cambridge english first fce we will now see what you should do during fce speaking paper part 2, useful phrases for fce speaking part 2 the long turn here are some useful phrases you can use in part 2 of the fce speaking test i've also written some example sentences so you can see how to use them properly. 2 cae by matifmarin summary for cae exam updated january 2015 nextnext paper 4 speaking part 1 conversation between interlocutor and each candidate 3 minutes candidates take it in turns to answer spoken questions that focus on interactional and social language, cae speaking test get to know about each of the 4 parts of the cae english exam watch a video of the actual exam and understand how you can prepare for the speaking reading listening and writing parts of the cambridge advanced english c1 or c2 exam, in the second part of the cae speaking test you will be asked to talk about them for approximately one minute all of the pictures have a common idea and you should try to find this the person you are with will also be asked one or two short questions about the pictures, if you're studying for the certificate in advanced english interview welcome to our guide to the cae speaking test here's an overview of the oral paper paper 4 and advice to help you do your very best on the big day cae speaking test duration 15 minutes 23 minutes for groups of three at centres where there's an odd number of candidates, my second tip for part 2 of the cae speaking exam is don't waste time choose your pictures as soon as you can the best way to do this is to choose two pictures that seem very different you should also begin comparing immediately don't waste time telling the examiner which pictures you want to talk about, cae speaking part 1 live lesson 09 18 this is a lesson i did with a student practising for the cae paper nevertheless the question types and marking criteria are largely the same for this exam so i thought it would be useful for you to watch as a bonus in the cae you have to talk about 2 pictures from a selection of 3 in the fce you, speaking2 cae speaking part 2 in part 2 of the cambridge advanced english advanced speaking test you are given a piece of paper with 3 photos on the photos are almost always about people you have to talk about 2 of the pictures on your own for a minute then the examiner will ask the other candidate a question about your pictures. 62 cae handbook paper 5 speaking sample paper paper 5 speaking parts 3 and 4 and this is my colleague interlocutor good morning afternoon evening my name is first you will each have the same set of pictures to look at they show people making different kinds of visits hand over the same set of pictures to each candidate. set of pictures as a stimulus the interlocutor then asks your partner to comment briefly when you have finished speaking your partner is then given another set of pictures which he she talks about you are then asked to comment briefly when you have finished speaking part 3, access cambridge cae speaking sample test 1 here to help you prepare and succeed in the cambridge cae exam your success starts at greenwich english college, cae speaking part 3 tips cambridge changed it because candidates described the pictures instead of discussing the topics cambridge also split the task in two before 2015 candidates were given 3 minutes to discuss the topics and decide which was the most important they changed it because a lot of candidates quickly decided which topics, cambridge english advanced cae speaking about the exam toggle navigation the examiner gives you some pictures and a task to do you have to talk with the other candidate and make a decision speaking part 4 discussion further discussion with the other candidate based on the
topics or issues raised in the task in part 3, one thing both pictures have in common is that they present animals the first photo is a picture of two lions a male and a female one they seem to be in the wild as we can see greenery and sand but they are actually caged since in the background we can see bars so they might be captured in a zoo and not in their natural habitat.